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Applying Sonification to Sketching in the Air With
Mobile AR Devices
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2

Haonan Xu, Fei Lyu , Jin Huang , and Huawei Tu3

Abstract—With more and more mobile devices (such as smart4
phones and tablets) supporting augmented reality (AR), using these5
devices to sketch in mid-air has become a popular application6
direction. However, due to the small display size of these devices,7
the user’s field of view is limited and cannot see the context of8
graphics, which leads to the drawn graphics deviating from their9
expectations. In this article, we applied sonification technology to10
mid-air sketching with mobile AR device, and proposed a new11
method to address this problem. In our first experiment, we verified12
the feasibility of our method. Our experimental results showed that13
sonification can effectively reduce the deviation caused by a narrow14
field of view. In our second experiment, we further explored the15
application ability of this method in a wider range of sketching.16
Our experimental results showed that sonification can improve the17
aspect ratio of the drawn graphics. In addition, the results of the18
NASA-TLX questionnaire showed that the participants’ mental19
demand and effort decreased significantly, and their subjective20
performance increased significantly. We proposed a new method,21
which can effectively improve the accuracy of mid-air sketching22
with a mobile AR device.23

Index Terms—Augmented reality (AR), mid-air sketching,24
mobile applications, narrow field of view (FOV), sonification.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

SKETCHING is an important and commonly used creative27

expression method. Compared with the traditional drawing28

method, sketching with augmented reality (AR) devices is a29

novel way. It allows designers to create the conceptual design30

in real-world proportion [20], combine the design with the real31

world [31], and complete rapid evaluation [32]. With more and32

more mobile phones supporting AR in recent years, we can draw33

graphics in mid-air directly using mobile phones. Before that,34
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Fig. 1. (a) Narrow FOV of mobile AR device. (b) User cannot see the context
when drawing large-scale graphics. (c) User can only see the whole graphic by
stepping back.

mid-air sketching can only be applied by complex and expensive 35

virtual reality (VR) equipment and head-mounted AR device, 36

such as Microsoft HoloLens. However, mid-air sketching with a 37

mobile AR device has a problem, that is, the user’s field of view 38

(FOV) is narrow due to the small size of the display device. 39

When the graphic size exceeds the size of the display device, 40

it is difficult for users to see the context, resulting in a large 41

drawing deviation [1]. This phenomenon is particularly evident 42

in mobile AR devices (see Fig. 1). 43

At present, only a few studies have focused on the problem 44

of narrow FOV of mobile AR devices. Mobi3dsketch [1] is 45

a three-dimensional (3-D) AR drawing system, which allows 46

users to observe the context by moving backward away from the 47

graphics, and realizes long-distance drawing through snapping 48

points or plane proxy. New strokes will be mapped to the snap- 49

ping points or the selected proxy. However, this article points 50

out that users think that the long-distance projection makes the 51

strokes deviate from their expectations. SymbiosisSketch [20] 52

is a hybrid AR drawing system, which allows users to reduce 53

large-size graphics or 3-D models in situ before drawing. But 54

due to the inevitable hand jitter, the error will be synchronously 55

amplified when the lines drawn on a small scale are enlarged. If 56

users want to use mobile AR devices for more accurate and free 57

drawing, they need to ensure the accuracy of strokes drawn in 58

the original size. 59

One solution to the problem is to supplement additional 60

information through auditory, tactile or multimodal feedback. 61

Sound is an important way of information transmission, so using 62

auditory feedback to compensate for visual information is one 63

direction of the HCI field. The most typical applications are to 64

assist the blind, such as indoor navigation [35], or to identify 65

surrounding object information [34]. Sonification is one of the 66
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auditory feedbacks. It is a way of transmitting information using67

nonspeech sound. It is the corresponding concept of visual-68

ization. At present, some studies have applied sonification to69

navigation without visual information [9]–[11]. Therefore, we70

believe that it is effective to use sonification to alleviate the71

problem of narrow FOV of mobile AR device.72

In this article, we apply sonification to mid-air AR sketching73

to provide a new solution to the problem of narrow FOV. We map74

the pitch of the French horn and Cello to the X-axis and Y-axis75

of a 2-D plane. During the drawing process, as the coordinates76

of the X-axis and Y-axis increase or decrease, the pitch of the77

two sounds will rise or fall. By repeating practice, participants78

can establish a corresponding graphic-sound model, so they79

can perceive the direction and length of strokes according to80

the pitch change. We verified this hypothesis and conducted a81

practical exploration. Our first experimental results showed that82

sonification can effectively increase the drawing accuracy. Com-83

pared with the no sound condition, the deviation of the graphics84

decreased by 28.5% in the sonification condition. The second85

experiment found that the aspect ratio of the graphics drawn by86

the participants was more accurate under the sonification condi-87

tion. Also, NASA-LTX questionnaire showed that in sonification88

conditions, mental demand and effort decreased significantly,89

and subjective performance increased significantly.90

We propose the use of sonification to alleviate the problem91

of narrow FOV of mid-air AR sketching. This is the first study92

to use sonification to address this kind of problem. Our results93

showed that sonification was an effective way of information94

transmission and could improve the quality of graphics in mid-95

air AR sketching.96

II. RELATED WORK97

In the first part, we point out the definition of sonification,98

several forms of sonification, and its application in our life. The99

second part summarizes the related work of graphic sonification.100

The third part discusses the recent research on mid-air AR101

sketching and the existing problems.102

A. Sonification103

Sonification refers to the way of using nonspeech sounds to104

convey information. In particular, sonification conversions log-105

ical relationships in data into perceptual relationships in sound106

[2]. Sonification is the auditory counterpart of visualization.107

The main purpose of sonification is to optimize communication108

efficiency [3], or to supplement and even replace visual feedback109

in some scenarios [17].110

The Sonification Handbook [4] introduces several methods111

of signification. At present, it mainly includes the following112

methods: audification, auditory icon, earcon, parameter mapping113

sonification, and model-based sonification. Parameter mapping114

sonification means to create a set of mapping relationships115

between data and sound. The properties of the sound (such116

as volume, pitch, spatial position, etc.) change synchronously117

with changes in the data. This is a simple and effective method118

of sonification and becomes the most widely used sonification119

method.120

The most familiar sonification application in our life should 121

be the Reverse Parking Sensors and Geiger Counter. In academic 122

research, sonification has been applied to sports [5], [6], health 123

[7], [8], navigation [9]–[11], handicraft [12], art [13], [14], and 124

many other fields. 125

B. Graphic Sonification 126

Sound Graphs system [15] was used to sonify simple graph- 127

ics. In the data-sound mapping relationship, the Y-axis of the 128

graphics was mapped to the frequency of a sound, and the sound 129

was played sequentially as the X-axis increased. Users could 130

perceive the distribution of the Y-axis on the X-axis. For simple 131

graphics, this is an intuitive sonification method. Kim et al. [16] 132

used a similar design to help blind people perceive mathematical 133

graphics. Furthermore, they applied different timbres to rep- 134

resent the four quadrants, as well as frequency and speech to 135

express differentiability. A system designed by Harada et al. 136

[17] was used to sonify spatial information that composed of 137

eight radial directions. A cursor traces the path at a constant 138

speed, and the tangent direction of the cursor position being 139

continuously sonified. The results found that users can under- 140

stand the directional sound mapping method in a short time and 141

distinguish different path shapes correctly. One image-to-sound 142

conversion system designed by Meijer [18] could sonify an 143

image of 64∗64 pixels with 16 gray levels. The system scans 144

images from left to right, one column of pixels at a time. The 145

frequency, duration, and brightness of the sound were mapped 146

to the Y-axis, X-axis, and the gray level of each pixel. Rigas and 147

Alty [19] divided the graphic display area into 40∗40 grids. Two 148

pure notes, organ and piano, were used for navigation. The piano 149

notes always appear before the organ. After a short learning 150

period, users could recognize different graphics of different sizes 151

and positions through the sound sequence. 152

C. Mid-Air Sketching in AR 153

The mobile AR sketching system Mobi3Dsketch developed 154

by Kwan and Fu [1], has been used to create 3-D conceptual 155

designs. Mobi3Dsketch allowed users to stretch the curve into a 156

curved surface, create a plane quickly according to the posture 157

of the mobile device, and copy and rotate virtual contents. In 158

addition, the user could observe the whole graphics by stepping 159

back, and use the snapping point or plane proxy for long-distance 160

drawing. The new stroke will be mapped to the selected point 161

or proxy through projection. SymbiosisSketch [20] was a hy- 162

brid sketching system consisting of Microsoft HoloLens, a 3-D 163

motion-tracked stylus and a tablet. Users could use the stylus 164

to draw 3-D strokes in mid-air, and generate a surface from the 165

stroke. The stroke drawn on the digital tablet could be mapped to 166

the 3-D surface in mid-air. For large-scale graphics, users could 167

use the zoom function to reduce the graphics before drawing. 168

SymbiosisSketch combined the advantages of 2-D sketching and 169

3-D sketching to help users quickly create designs of any scale. 170

ARPen [33] was a lightweight AR sketching system, which is 171

composed of an iPhone and a 3-D printing pen. There was a 172

wireless button at the tip of the pen and a visual marker at the 173

end of the pen. The system used ARKit to track the position of 174
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the mobile phone in space, and tracked the visual marker for the175

position of the pen. The button at the tip of the pen was used to176

start or end drawing. In this way, users can draw 3-D graphics in177

the AR program and preview them on mobile phone. In sketch-178

ing, alignment is a very important operation, which helps us179

create content more in line with aesthetic and design principles.180

SnapToReality [31] is an alignment technology. By identifying181

and extracting the edges of physical objects, it can align the182

virtual content with the physical objects in the real world. Snap-183

ToReality also supports stretching, rotating and other operations184

on virtual content. Kratz and Rohs [37] presented a $3 Gesture185

Recognizer, which can recognize user’s gestures using data from186

the input device’s 3-D accelerator. The $3 Gesture Recognizer187

has the advantages of low cost, fast deployment, and good188

scalability. In particular, it can recognize real 3-D gestures, not189

just 2-D gestures in 3-D space. Therefore, it has a high potential190

for drawing prototypes in AR. A course organized by LaViola191

and Keefe [36] systematically introduced the development of192

the 3-D spatial interface. In addition to introducing the common193

tasks of 3-D user interface and corresponding solutions, the194

course also elaborates the research history and latest progress of195

3-D user interface for art and design, as well as some application196

cases.197

Our review indicates that only a few studies have fo-198

cused on the problem of narrow FOV of mid-air AR sketch-199

ing. Mobi3dsketch and SymbiosisSketch provide long-distance200

drawing and scaling functions, but still cannot improve the201

accuracy of users’ sketching. We believe that if we want to202

use mobile AR devices for more accurate and free mid-air203

sketching, we need to ensure the accuracy of strokes drawn by204

users in the original size. Sonification is worth trying because205

it transmits information through auditory channels. In addition,206

due to the strong correlation between the auditory system and207

the motor system, it has high application potential in the scene208

of perceiving own actions [24]. Therefore, this study will apply209

sonification to mid-air AR sketching to explore whether sonifi-210

cation can improve the quality of AR drawing with mobile AR211

devices.212

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES213

In order to verify whether sonification can improve the ac-214

curacy of mid-air AR sketching and explore the effects and215

problems in the application of sonification, two user experiments216

were carried out in this study. We aimed to address the following217

three research questions:218

1) Whether sonification can improve the accuracy and speed219

of mid-air sketching with a mobile AR device?220

2) Would different sound parameters and graphic sizes affect221

the accuracy and speed?222

3) Whether signification has positive effects on copying tasks223

in sketching?224

Experiment one discussed the first and second questions, and225

experiment two explored the third question.226

While drawing 3-D graphics in AR is an exciting way to227

create, 2-D graphics are equally widely used in 3-D space, and228

Fig. 2. (a) Mobile phone moves from the initial position to the end position.
The orange line is the moving path, that is, the drawn stroke. (b) Change of pitch
during stroke drawing in (a).

that 2-D graphics are easier to draw. Therefore, in our work, we 229

target 2-D graphics in AR space. 230

IV. EXPERIMENT ONE 231

In the first experiment, we wanted to verify whether soni- 232

fication can improve the accuracy and speed of mid-air AR 233

sketching. In addition, we were also interested in the effects 234

of different sound parameters and different graphic sizes on 235

drawing accuracy. In this experiment, participants regarded the 236

mobile phone as a brush and drew graphics in the air. In the 237

process of drawing, the system detected the motion direction 238

and distance of the mobile phone through the motion tracking 239

algorithm, mapped them to the change of pitch, and transmitted 240

it to the participants through headphones. During the drawing 241

process, the movement of the mobile phone was continuous, so 242

the change of tone was continuous too (as shown in Fig. 2). 243

A. Experimental Design 244

1) System Description: We chose the parameter mapping 245

sonification to map the pitch of the French horn to the X-axis 246

and the pitch of the Cello to the Y-axis in a 2-D plane in the air. 247

The center of the plane was the coordinate origin (see Fig. 2). 248

We took central C as the pitch of the coordinate origin. When 249

the stroke moves to the right or up, the pitch rises, and moves to 250

the left or down, the pitch falls. Due to the lack of guidance on 251

timbre selection, relevant studies only require sufficient timbre 252

discrimination [4]. We chose the French horn and the Cello 253

because their timbre is obviously different. The two sounds were 254

sampled from GarageBand [40], an audio software developed 255

by Apple. Pitch was selected as the target attribute because it 256

is the most widely used attribute in sonification studies [21]. In 257

addition, our recognition of sound is disturbed by other sounds 258

[11]. The more sounds we hear at the same time, the more 259

difficult it is to recognize. In order to reduce the impact of sound 260

on participants, we have limited the volume of these two sounds. 261

According to the speed component Vx in the horizontal and Vy 262

in the vertical of the equipment at the current time, the volume 263

of the French horn Volx and the volume of the Cello Voly meet 264
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TABLE I
FOUR SOUND LEVELS AND THREE GRAPHIC SIZES IN EXPERIMENT ONE

the following requirements:265

Volx = sin

(
π

2
× Vx

Vx +Vy

)
× 100% (1)

Voly = sin

(
π

2
× Vy

Vx +Vy

)
× 100%. (2)

We projected the graphics drawn by participants onto the266

2-D plane to avoid the influence of depth on the experiment.267

Although depth is an important dimension in AR drawing, we268

also need to draw a large number of 2-D graphics even in269

3-D space. The plane was located about 40 cm in front of the270

participant, and the center of the plane was at the same height271

as the center of the screen when the program started. Therefore,272

users can restart the program to reset the height of the plane and273

complete the experiment with a comfortable posture.274

We used the AR software development kit ARCore [41]275

developed by Google to realize the AR function of the program.276

ARCore can accurately detect the posture and position of the277

mobile phone. When the program starts, the position of the mo-278

bile phone was initialized as the origin of the world coordinate279

system (Wo), the virtual pen tip (Po) was located 40 cm in front of280

Wo, and the mapping relationship between the world coordinate281

system (W) and the drawing plane coordinate system (P) was282

established. During the drawing process, we used ARCore to283

update the phone’s spatial position (Wi) and the virtual pen tip’s284

spatial position (Pi) in real time. Note that the Z-axis of Pi was285

fixed, that is, Pi·z = Po·z .286

2) Experimental Variables: The experiment was a within-287

subject design with two independent variables (see Table I).288

The first variable was sound, which contains two conditions:289

no sound and sonification. In order to further study the effects290

of different sound parameters on the experiment, we further291

divided sonification into three-pitch change rate levels: 5, 10,292

and 20 cent/cm. The second variable was the graphic size, which293

contains three levels: 30, 60, and 90 cm. Cent is a unit used to294

express pitch difference in music theory. The pitch rises with the295

frequency increase, but the pitch and frequency are not linearly296

related. For every 1200 cent increase, the pitch rises by an octave.297

We use cent to ensure that the degrees of pitch change is the298

same when moving the same distance. Cent/cm refers to the299

rate at which the pitch changes with the moving distance. When300

moving the same distance, the bigger the pitch change rate, the301

more pitch rise (or fall), and the easier it is for users to recognize.302

Fig. 3. Diagrammatic sketch of the stroke task. The axes were not displayed
in the dictation task. (a) System was initialized. (b) Participants controlled the
blue dot to touch the grey dot and the task began. (c) Participants controlled the
phone along the edge of the reference graphic. The yellow line was the path.
(d) Back to the start point and touched to the grey dot again, this task was over.

This concept refers to the pixel density unit pixels per inch (PPI) 303

of visual display. The higher the PPI, the higher the definition 304

of the display. 305

B. Task and Procedure 306

Similar to previous work [38], when evaluating a new drawing 307

system, we asked participants to draw some simple graphics, 308

and took the indicators of these graphics as the dimensions of 309

evaluating the system. We chose a square as the reference graphic 310

in this experiment. 311

In the experimental program, a blue dot fixed in the center of 312

the screen was used as the cursor to indicate the position where 313

the stroke appeared. The cursor moved with the mobile device, 314

and the moving track was the graphic drawn by the participants. 315

A gray dot, fixed to the top of the graphic, was used as the 316

controller to control the start and end of the task. When the blue 317

dot first touched the gray dot, the task started. When the blue 318

dot touched the gray dot again, the current task ended and the 319

system waited for the participant to start the next task (as shown 320

in Fig. 3). Therefore, throughout the experiment, participants did 321

not need to touch the screen with their fingers. In the interval 322

between the end of the current task and the start of the next 323

task, participants could take a rest, and the rest time depended 324

on themselves. 325

In this work, we used sound feedback to help participants draw 326

graphics. However, it was not easy to understand and distinguish 327
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Fig. 4. Screenshots of experiment one. The text in the lower left corner of the
screen was the current progress. The light-blue line was the reference graphic,
the light-yellow line was the graphic drawn by the participant, and the gray
line in the middle was the coordinate axis. (a) Experimental program started.
(b) Drawn the reference graphic in stroke task. (c) Completed a stroke task, but
did not start the next task. (d) In the dictation task, the axes and reference graphic
were hidden.

these sound feedbacks, and the short-term memory formed by328

these sounds was easy to be forgotten. Therefore, we designed329

the practice task before the participants drew those graphics. The330

practice task did not take place before the whole experiment, but331

before the drawing task, so as to ensure that the participants had332

a clear memory of the sound feedback in the current condition.333

The practice task was the stroke task, and the drawing task334

was the dictation task. In the stroke task, the reference graphic335

that participants need to draw was displayed in AR. Participants336

drew along the outline of the reference graphic, understood337

and remembered the sound feedback in the current condition.338

In the dictation task, the reference graphic was hidden, and339

participants needed to draw the reference graphic as accurately340

as possible in the same condition. In each experimental con-341

dition, participants needed to complete 3 stroke tasks and 1342

dictation task in sequence. This cycle was repeated in the next343

experimental condition until the end of the experiment. Fig. 4344

shows screenshots of the experimental procedure at different345

stages.346

In the pilot study, we asked participants to listen as carefully347

as possible to the sound feedback during the drawing process and348

to draw more accurate graphics based on the sound feedback.349

We found that the completion time of all successfully completed350

tasks was greater than 3 s, while the completion time of tasks that351

ended early due to operational errors was generally less than 3352

s. Therefore, in the formal experiment, if the completion time of353

any task was less than 3 s, the task would be regarded as invalid,354

and the system would automatically return to the place where355

the last task ended. Under each experimental condition, 3 stroke356

tasks and 1 dictation task were regarded as 1 trail. There were 12357

conditions in this experiment, that is, 12 trials to be completed,358

which was 1 block. Each participant needed to repeat 4 blocks359

to generate enough data and balance the learning effect. The360

experimental conditions in each block appeared randomly. Each361

participant needed to complete 4 blocks × 12 trials × (3 stroke362

task + 1 dictation task) = 192 drawing tasks, which took about363

40 min.364

The researchers first stated the form and purpose of the 365

experiment to the participants and demonstrated the operation 366

and process of the experiment to the participants using the 367

experimental equipment. Before the formal experiment began, 368

participants spent about 15 min to understood the system and 369

related operations. 370

C. Participants and Apparatus 371

Thirteen students were recruited for this experiment. Five 372

males and eight females, aged 21–31. Eleven participants were 373

right-handed and the remaining two participants were left- 374

handed. Eight participants had more than one year of hand- 375

painting experience, four participants had less than half a year 376

of hand-painting experience, and one participant had no hand- 377

painting experience at all. Ten participants had prior experience 378

in using AR applications (not drawing applications), while the 379

other three participants did not. 380

The experimental program was based on ARCore and devel- 381

oped by Unity. A mobile phone (Realme X2) equipped with 382

Android 10 version system was used to run the program. A pair 383

of headphones with passive noise-canceling (Audio-technica 384

CKB50) was chosen to transmit sound and isolate ambient 385

noise. Each participant signed informed consent. Before the 386

experiment, the researchers gave a brief introduction to the 387

experiment. 388

D. Measurements 389

Completion Time: The time for participants to complete one 390

dictation task. 391

Deviation: The average deviation between the sample point 392

of the drawn square and the corresponding sample point of the 393

reference square [22]. The deviation can effectively calculate the 394

distance between the two graphics and measure the accuracy of 395

participants’ reproduction. Each square had 96 sample points 396

(multiple of 4 sides), evenly distributed on four sides. 397

The refresh rate of the system was 30 Hz. After participants 398

finished the dictation task, the perimeter (C) of the drawn graphic 399

was obtained, and the average distance (L) between 96 sampling 400

points was calculated. Define the starting point as P0 , increase 401

L, and take the point closest to the landing point as P1, and so 402

on until the graphic was sampled (as shown in Fig. 5) 403

Deviation =
1

k

k∑
n,m = 1

√
(xPn

− xPm
)2+(yPn

− yPm
)2 (3)

404

E. Results 405

The data did not pass the Shapiro Wilk normality test (p < 406

0.05), so Friedman test was used for data analysis. 407

1) Completion Time: Four sound conditions had no signif- 408

icant effects on the completion time. The graphic size had a 409

significant effect on the completion time, χ2 (2) = 390.58, p 410

< 0.01 (see Fig. 6). There were significant differences between 411

30 cm (Median = 5.52 s), 60 cm (Median = 7.77 s) and 90 412

cm (Median = 9.85 s). The larger the graphic size, the longer 413
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Fig. 5. Pn and Pm represented the sample point from the reference graphic
and drawn graphic. xPn and yPn were the X-axis and Y-axis coordinate values
of point Pn. The distance between each corresponding point represents the
deviation.

Fig. 6. Completion time of different sizes of graphics. Outliers based on the
interquartile range (IQR) rule.

Fig. 7. Effect of different sound condition on deviation. Outliers based on the
IQR rule.

the completion time. In the same graphics size, four sound414

conditions had no significant difference in the completion time.415

2) Deviation: Sound conditions had a significant main ef-416

fect on the deviation, χ2 (3) = 20.81, p < 0.01 (see Fig. 7).417

No sound (Median = 5.45 cm) was significantly higher than418

5 cent/cm (Median = 4.56 cm), 10 cent/cm (Median = 4.19 cm)419

and 20 cent/cm (Median = 4.83 cm). But the deviation had no420

significant difference in 3 pitch change rate levels.421

Significant effects were observed for all three graphic sizes,422

χ2 (2) = 101.38, p < 0.01 (see Fig. 8). The 90 cm (Median423

= 5.83 cm) resulted the highest deviation followed by 60 cm424

(Median = 4.87 cm) and 30 cm (Median = 3.49 cm).425

The effect of the combination of graphic size and sound426

variable on the deviation was checked. When the graphic size427

was 30 cm, the sound variable had a significant effect on the428

Fig. 8. Effect of graphic sizes on deviation. Outliers based on the IQR rule.

Fig. 9. Deviation in different of sound levels and graphic sizes. Outliers based
on the IQR rule.

deviation, χ2 (3) = 13.98, p < 0.05. No sound (Median = 4.17 429

cm) was significantly higher than 5 cent/cm (Median = 2.98 430

cm) and 10cent/cm (Median = 3.22 cm). When the graphic size 431

was 60 cm, no sound (Median = 5.95 cm) was significantly 432

higher than the 5 cent/cm (Median=4.66 cm) and the 10 cent/cm 433

(Median = 4.36 cm), p < 0.05. However, when the graphic size 434

was 90 cm, the sound variable had no effect on the deviation. 435

Fig. 9 shows the trend of deviation in different sound con- 436

ditions. When the graphic size was 30 cm, the deviation was 437

reduced by 28.5% at 5 cent/cm. When the graphic size was 438

60 cm, the deviation was the lowest at 10 cent/cm, which 439

was reduced by 26.8%. 440

The effect of the experimental stage on the deviation was 441

analyzed to check whether the participants’ performance de- 442

clined over the process of the experiment. In all conditions, the 443

deviation had no significant differences in the four experimental 444

stages (see Table II). 445

V. EXPERIMENT TWO 446

The results of experiment one showed that with sonification, 447

the accuracy of simple graphics was indeed improved, but the 448

speed did not change. However, in practice, the graphics drawn 449

by users are more complicated, and there is no repeated practice 450

before drawing. Therefore, users can only improve the draw- 451

ing accuracy by modifying the path according to the real-time 452

auditory feedback. Therefore, we conducted experiment two to 453
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TABLE II
EFFECT OF EXPERIMENTAL STAGE ON THE DEVIATION

Fig. 10. Reference graphics to copy.

investigate the effects of sonification on performing copy tasks.454

Besides, we wanted to know the effect of sonification on the task455

load.456

A. Experimental Design457

Experiment two was also designed as a within-subject ex-458

periment. The independent t variable was sound: no sound,459

sonification. The second was graphics. We prepared three kinds460

of graphics for participants to copy (as shown in Fig. 10). In461

experiment one, 30 cm and 60 cm sizes graphics had lower462

deviation in 5 cent/cm and 10 cent/cm. We thought that 30 cm463

was too small in mid-air AR sketching. Therefore, the graphic464

size was defined as 60 cm and the pitch change rate was 10465

cent/cm. Other settings were consistent with experiment one.466

B. Task and Procedure467

Similar to experiment one, researchers first explained the468

method and purpose of the experiment to the participants and469

demonstrated the operation and process of the experiment to470

the participants. We set up practice tasks to help participants471

understand the relationship between spatial location and pitch.472

We arranged practice tasks before the formal experiment, and we473

avoided that the content of the practice experiment was the same474

as the formal experiment. Therefore, we took some basic graphic475

elements as the content of the practice experiment, such as circle,476

Fig. 11. Screenshots of experiment two. The button at the top right of the
screen was used to control the start and next step of the experiment. The three
buttons from left to right at the bottom of the screen were: reset coordinate
center, draw, and undo. (a) In the practice experiment, participants could switch
the practice graphics by clicking the button on the penultimate row of the screen.
(b) In the practice experiment, participants could long press the draw button to
draw practice graphics. (c) Entered the formal experiment without drawing any
graphics. (d) Drew the “sunflower” in the formal experiment.

square, triangle and two sets of vertical lines with a size of 60 cm. 477

Participants needed to stroke these graphics repeatedly, which 478

was the same as the stroke task in experiment one. Participants 479

had about 15 min to practice. When the participants were ready, 480

the experiment began. Fig. 11 shows the screenshots at different 481

experimental stages. 482

Participants were asked to try their best to control the graphic 483

size at 60 cm. We did not provide any visual reference of 484

60 cm size, because this may affect the results. The order in 485

which participants were exposed to sound conditions was no 486

sound, sonification, sonification, and no sound. Within each 487

sound condition, the order of the provided graphics was ran- 488

domized. Overall, each participant copied 12 graphics. After 489

all tasks, participants were asked to complete a NASA-LTX 490

questionnaire. Each participant took about 20 min. 491

C. Participants and Apparatus 492

Twelve students, half male, aged 21–27, were recruited. 493

Eleven participants were right-handed and one participant were 494

left-handed. Seven participants had more than one year of hand- 495

painting experience, five participants had less than half a year 496

of hand-painting experience. Ten participants had experience in 497

using AR applications (not drawing application) before partici- 498

pating in the experiment. 499

Eight participants took part in both experiment one and exper- 500

iment two. As there was a several-week break between the two 501

experiments, participants in experiment two generally could not 502

remember the sound feedback in experiment one. In addition, in 503

experiment two, we did not fix the position of the graphic drawn 504

by the participants in space, leading to different sound feedback 505

for the same graphic. Therefore, experiment one should not have 506

effect on the performance of participants in experiment two. 507

The experiment equipment was the same as experiment one. 508

Each participant signed informed consent too. 509
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Fig. 12. Scoring reference standard in the first method.

D. Measurements510

Completion Time: The time for participants to complete one511

copy task.512

Similarity: The degree of consistency between the drawn513

graphics and the reference graphics. It was used to evaluate the514

quality of the copied graphics. We used two different methods515

to calculate the similarity. In the first method, we invited 10516

adjudicators (half male, aged from 18–30) to make a subjective517

evaluation of the consistency. The score ranges from 1 (very518

different) to 10 (very similar), and the adjudicators completed519

the evaluation through an online questionnaire. No participant’s520

information and experimental conditions were provided in the521

questionnaire. We set a standard (see Fig. 12) to unify the522

evaluation criteria. In the second method, we chose Pdollarplus523

[30] to calculate the deviation between the copied graphic and524

the reference graphic. First, we used MATLAB to binarize525

the copied and reference graphics and resample them to 128526

equally spaced points to construct candidate point clouds (C)527

and template point clouds (T). Resampling is common practice in528

order to uniformize input data for classifiers. Then, the Euclidean529

distance and turning angle were calculated to match the two530

point clouds (4). When the calculation result was the smallest,531

the points in the candidate point cloud (Ci) were matched with532

the points in the template point cloud (Tj). After all points were533

matched, the sum of the Euclidean distances between all match-534

ing points of C and T was calculated, which was the distance535

between the two point clouds. The source code of Pdollarplus is536

available online [39]537

‖Ci−Tj‖=
√

(Ci.x−Tj.x)
2+(Ci.y−Tj.y)

2+(Ci.θ−Tj.θ)
2.
(4)

538

Aspect Ratio Error: The difference in the aspect ratio between539

the reference graphic and the copied graphic. An accurate ratio540

is the basis for drawing complex graphics. We calculated the541

aspect ratio error to examine the effect of sonification on the542

graphic ratio in the copy task. The aspect ratio of reference543

graphic “microwave,” “coffee cup,” and “sunflower” is 2, 0.625,544

and 1.545

Task Load Index Questionnaire: NASA-TLX was used to546

measure the effect of sonification on participants’ workload547

based on six dimensions: mental demand, physical demand,548

temporal demand, subjective performance, effect, and frustra-549

tion. The score ranges from 0 (low level) to 100 (high level).550

There were 20 levels in each dimension.551

Fig. 13. Completion time of three reference graphics. Outliers based on the
IQR rule.

Fig. 14. Similarity of three graphics in tow sound conditions. During the
calculation, the x and y of those points were normalized. Error bar was the
95% confidence interval.

E. Results 552

Paired sample t-test was chosen to analyze data. The data that 553

failed the normality test were analyzed by Wilcoxon signed rank 554

test and Friedman test. 555

1) Completion Time: The sound variable had no significant 556

effect on the completion time, Z = −0.93, p = 0.35. Com- 557

pletion time depended on graphic types, χ2 (2) = 64.50, p < 558

0.01 (see Fig. 13). There were significant differences between 559

“microwave” (Median=72.55 s), “coffee cup” (Median=50.36 560

s) and “sunflower” (Median = 83.40 s). 561

2) Similarity: In method one, 10 adjudicators completed the 562

questionnaire. Inter-rater reliability (Krippendorff’s alpha co- 563

efficient) was 0.48. According to Landis et al. [23], the rela- 564

tive strength of agreement is “Moderate.” However, the results 565

showed that Sound variable had no effect on the similarity among 566

the three kinds of graphics. 567

The results of method two showed that the sound variable had 568

no significant effect on the similarity in “microwave” and “sun- 569

flower”. Only “coffee cup”, there was a marginally significant 570

preference, t (23) = 1.96, p = 0.06 (see Fig. 14). The similarity 571

in sonification condition (M = 0.45) was lower than that in no 572

sound condition (M = 0.53). 573

2) Aspect Ratio Error: The aspect ratio error of “microwave” 574

was significantly lower in sonification condition (M= 0.16) than 575
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Fig. 15. Aspect ratio error of three graphics in different conditions. Error bar
was the 95% confidence interval.

TABLE III
RESULTS OF THE NASA-TLX QUESTIONNAIRE

in no sound condition (M = 0.29), t (23) = 2.04, p < 0.05. A576

significant effect was observed in “coffee cup”. The sonification577

condition (M = 0.11) was significantly lower than the no sound578

condition (M = 0.17), t (23) = 2.14, p < 0.05. There was no579

significant difference for “sunflower” (see Fig. 15).580

4) Task Load Index: The sound variable had significant ef-581

fects on three dimensions: mental demand, subjective perfor-582

mance, and effect (see Table III). In sonification condition, the583

dimensions of mental demand (Z =−2.55, p < 0.05) and effect584

(Z = −2.21, p < 0.05) were significantly reduced, and the585

subjective performance (Z =−2.14, p < 0.05) was significantly586

improved.587

VI. DISCUSSION588

Through two user experiments, we have demonstrated that589

sonification can improve the accuracy of mid-air sketching with590

a mobile AR device. The results of experiment one showed that591

through repeated practice, the application of sonification can sig-592

nificantly reduce the graphic deviation caused by narrow FOV.593

The results of experiment two suggested that the participants594

were able to achieve a more accurate aspect ratio with real-time595

auditory feedback.596

A. Experiment One597

In experiment one, the completion time was only affected by598

the graphic size. In the sonification condition, the completion599

Fig. 16. When drawing large-scale graphics, the stroke are arcs because of
shoulder joint rotation.

time is neither increased nor decreased. It is only related to the 600

length of the path. This result is the same as Gao et al. [28]. 601

The deviation of the three graphic sizes all showed a down- 602

ward trend. The deviation decreased by 28.5% at most in 30 cm 603

size graphics. In 60 cm size graphics, it decreased by 26.8% at 604

most. Although there is no significant reduction in 90 cm size 605

graphics, the deviation came down gradually with the increase 606

of pitch change rate. This is the same as Gao et al.’s conclusion 607

[28] that sonification can indeed reduce the drawing deviation 608

caused by the lack of visual information. In the experiment, we 609

observed that the participants’ arm was fully extended when 610

drawing 90 cm size graphics. Because of the rotation of the 611

shoulder joint, the stroke was not a straight line, but an arc (see 612

Fig. 16). This is similar to Arora et al.’s [22] conclusion that 613

drawing large-scale graphics in virtual space leads to a decrease 614

in accuracy, which can be attributed in part to the fact that 615

our arms follow natural arc motions. Participants tried to draw 616

straighter lines by moving side to side or bending their knees, but 617

this is difficult because it is hard to keep the arm stable during 618

body movement and there will be a slight change in perspective 619

with the movement. At present, only a few studies discussed 620

the consequence of perspective change on drawing. Arora et al. 621

[22] studied the effect of drawing plane orientations on drawing 622

deviation, and the results showed that the deviation was lower 623

in the horizontal and vertical conditions, but higher when the 624

plane moved sideways. A similar conclusion was reached by 625

Bea et al. [29], the perspective suitable for drawing is that the 626

drawing plane has a larger projection area. 627

B. Experiment Two 628

The results of experiment two showed that the more strokes, 629

the longer the trajectory, and it takes more time. This is similar 630

to the conclusion of experiment one. 631

In experiment one, participants were familiar with the au- 632

ditory feedback through three-stroke tasks. In experiment two, 633

participants only completed the practice of basic drawing ele- 634

ments, so they generally lacked the experience of the reference 635

graphics. The drawn graphics in the sonification condition had 636

a higher accurate aspect ratio. These two results showed that 637

repeated practice is necessary to achieve better results. But 638
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without repeated practice, sonification can still provide addi-639

tional information to help participants get a better aspect ratio.640

In experiment two, we used two different methods for similar-641

ity evaluation. The subjective evaluation showed no significant642

difference in similarity, however, the Pdollarplus algorithm re-643

sults showed marginally significance in “coffee cup”. This may644

be due to the fact that the aspect ratio of the “coffee cup” is645

less than one, similar to the aspect ratio of most mobile phone646

screens. As a result, during the drawing process, participants647

were able to see more context about “coffee cup,” resulting in648

better results. For “microwave” and “sunflower,” holding the649

phone upright has less graphic context, so the results were650

not significant. NASA-TLX questionnaire showed that the sub-651

jective performance of the participants increased significantly,652

whereas the mental demand and effort decreased significantly653

in the sonification condition. This showed that in the opinion of654

the adjudicators, sonification cannot help the participants draw655

more accurately, but the participants’ workload was reduced and656

their subjective feelings were better. This can effectively reduce657

the fatigue of designers in long-time drawing tasks.658

C. General Discussion659

Aiming to alleviate the problem of narrow FOV of mobile660

AR devices, we apply sonification to AR drawing system de-661

sign. We used sonification interaction to compensate for the662

graphic information through sound in the case of a lack of visual663

information. In our experiments, participants can perceive the664

spatial position of the device, the length and direction of strokes665

through pitch changes, so as to achieve a more accurate control666

effect. Participants obtained sound feedback corresponding to667

reference graphics through practice, and gradually established668

the graphic-sound correlation. For example, when drawing a669

horizontal or vertical line, the pitch of one sound remains stable670

and the pitch of the other sound gradually rises (or falls). When671

drawing a right angle, the pitch of one sound changes from672

constant to rising (or falling), and the pitch of the other sound673

changes from rising (or falling) to constant. The circle has674

a special correspondence, in which the change of one sound675

maintains a phase difference of 90° with the other [19]. It is676

not easy to understand or realize this tonal relationship, but677

participants can still determine a range for the circle through678

the pitch change, so as to avoid the excessive aspect ratio from679

becoming an ellipse.680

We used two experiments to verify whether sonification can681

help to achieve better accuracy of mid-air sketching with mobile682

AR devices. Our first experiment showed that through repeated683

practice, the drawing deviation was reduced by 28.5% in 30 cm684

size graphics and 26.8% in 60 cm size graphics. The second ex-685

perimental results showed that participants still obtained a better686

aspect ratio even if they lacked the practice process of reference687

graphics. At the same time, NASA-TLX questionnaire showed688

that under the sonification condition, the subjective performance689

of participants increased significantly, and the mental demand690

and efforts decreased significantly.691

Through the above discussion, we believe that sonification692

has a positive effect on mid-air AR sketching, because it693

can effectively reduce the drawing deviation and the work- 694

load. If we want to achieve better drawing accuracy, the re- 695

peated practice is necessary. Participants could be familiar 696

with the auditory feedback of relevant graphics and estab- 697

lish a correct graphic-sound model. Even without repeated 698

practice, participants were still able to obtain a high aspect 699

ratio. 700

In addition, some participants reported that the two timbres 701

were similar, making it difficult to distinguish them in exper- 702

iments. And continuous sound feedback in this study did not 703

sound good, which made participants feel uncomfortable and 704

affected their attention. This confirms the point of Ferguson and 705

Brewster [25] and Walker [26], which revealed that the goal 706

of sonification design is not only “intuitive and precise,” but 707

also “pleasure.” An effective sonification design comes from the 708

compromise of these three goals. Focusing only on the “intuitive 709

and precise” may lead to the decrease in the stimulus-response 710

compatibility (how natural a response feels based on a stimulus) 711

[30], and may lead the user to give up the sound feedback com- 712

pletely. We use pitch-coordinate mapping because they have the 713

same polarity, which is as simple as the metaphorical association 714

between louder and more. However, the relationship between the 715

strokes inside the graphics and the spatial relationship between 716

graphics is much more complex. This may result in performance 717

limitations when drawing complex graphics. 718

Based on our results in this study, we summarized the follow- 719

ing implications that could be helpful for applying sonification 720

to mid-air sketching with mobile AR devices. 721

1) Sonification does not increase the workload of users. The 722

results showed that sonification did not affect the com- 723

pletion time, but reduced the mental demand and effort. 724

Therefore, designers do not need to worry about increasing 725

the workload of users when applying sonification. 726

2) The effect should be better when the graphic size less than 727

90 cm. The deviation did not decrease significantly when 728

the graphic size was 90 cm, but decreased by 28.5% and 729

26.8% at the 60 cm and 30 cm, respectively. Thus, when 730

applying sonification to mid-air AR sketching, the size of 731

a single graph should be set within 90 cm. 732

3) Different pitch change rates are suitable for different 733

graphic sizes. The results showed that the deviation of 734

the 30 cm graphics was the lowest at the pitch change rate 735

of 5 cent/cm, whereas the deviation of the 60 cm graphic 736

was the lowest at the pitch change rate of 10 cent/cm. 737

Therefore, different pitch change rates should be selected 738

for different graphic sizes to achieve the best effect. 739

4) After repeated practice, users can improve their perfor- 740

mance. Thus, users should be allowed to practice the 741

reference graphics in order to establish the graphic-sound 742

model. 743

VII. CONCLUSION 744

Design in AR is not limited by physical plane, which can 745

help designers create imaginative compositions. However, using 746

mobile AR devices for mid-air sketching has the problem of 747

narrow FOV, which leads to users’ inability to see the context and 748
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drawing deviation. This article shows how to use sonification to749

alleviate the problem and help users draw accurate graphics. Our750

experimental results showed that sonification can significantly751

increase the drawing accuracy without extending the drawing752

time. In the condition of sonification, the drawn graphics had a753

more accurate aspect ratio. NASA-TLX questionnaire showed754

that the mental demand and effort were significantly reduced755

and the subjective performance was significantly increased. Our756

work provides a new solution to such problems and has good757

effects.758

VIII. FUTURE WORK759

As the first study to use sonification to solve the problem of760

narrow FOV, we chose parameter mapping sonification, one of761

the most commonly used sonification techniques. However, as762

we mentioned in the discussion, this sonification design can only763

meet the goals of “ intuitive” and “precise,” but cannot meet the764

goal of “pleasure.” The sound would affect the efficiency and ac-765

curacy of AR sketching. Moreover, this design can only indicate766

the position changes of the AR device. The internal structure of767

graphics and the spatial relationship between graphics cannot768

be displayed. Therefore, the future work should further explore769

the new sonification design suitable for graphics, and optimize770

the auditory experience.771

We chose 2-D graphics as our research goal because 2-D772

graphics are easier to draw and widely used. However, in 3-D773

space, drawing 3-D graphics is a common task as well. Three-774

dimensional graphics are more expressive, but drawing 3-D775

graphics is challenging. Therefore, it will be a part of future776

work to expand our work and study the effect of sonification on777

drawing 3-D graphics in AR.778

In this study, we compared the performance of drawing de-779

viation under no sound and sonification conditions. However,780

this did not show that our work has advantages over other re-781

lated work. Therefore, comparing sonification with other draw-782

ing techniques and comparing different sonification techniques783

will be part of the future work. In particular, we believe that784

sonification is not contradictory to other nonauditory drawing785

technologies. Therefore, integrating them into the AR drawing786

system with sonification may improve drawing efficacy.787
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